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Amorphous metal oxides have proven to deform in a plastic manner at microscopic scale. In this

study the plastic deformation and elastic properties of amorphous metal oxides are studied at

microscopic scale using classical molecular dynamics simulations.

Amorphous solids differ from crystalline solids by not having a regular lattice nor long range order.

In this study the amorphous materials were created in simulations by melt-quenching. The glass

transition temperature (Tg) depends on the material and cooling rate.

The effect of cooling rate was studied with aluminiumoxide (Al2O3) by creating a simulation cell of

115 200 atoms and melt-quenching it with cooling rates of 1011, 1012 and 1013 K/s. It was observed

that faster cooling rates yield higher Tg. The Al2O3 was cooled to 300 K and 50 K after which the

material was stretched. The stress-strain curve of the material showed that samples with higher Tg

deforms in plastic manner with smaller stresses. The system stretched at 50 K had higher ultimate

tensile strength than the system stretched at 300 K and thus confirming the hypothesis proposed

by Frankberg about activating plastic flow with work.

In order to see if the plastic phenomena can be generalized to other amorphous metal oxides the

tensile simulation was performed also with a-Ga2O3 by creating a simulation cell of 105 000 atoms,

melt-quenching it and then stretching. Due to the lack of parameters for Buckingham potential

these parameters were fitted with GULP using the elastic properties and crystalline structure of

Ga2O3. The elastic properties of Ga2O3 with the fitted potential parameters agreed very well

with the literature values. The elongated a-Ga2O3 behaved in a very similar fashion compared to

a-Al2O3 cooled with the same cooling rate.

Further work is needed to establish the Buckingham potential parameters of a-Ga2O3 by experimen-

tal work. The potential can also be developed further by using the elastic constants and structures

of amorphous a-Ga2O3 in the fitting process, although the potential shows already very promising

results.
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Amorfisissa metallioksideissa on havaittu mikroskooppisessa mittakaavassa plastisia ominaisuuksia.

Tässä työssä amorfisten metallioksidien plastista deformaatiota ja elastisia ominaisuuksia tutkittiin

mikroskooppisessa mittakaavassa molekyylidynamiikkasimulaatioilla.

Amorfiset aineet eroavat kiderakenteen omaavista aineista siten, ettei niillä ole suurilla etäisyyksillä

säännöllistä rakennetta. Tässä työssä simuloitu amorfinen materiaali luotiin sulattamalla kiteinen

materiaali nesteeksi ja jäähdyttämällä se nopeasti kiinteäksi. Jäähdytysnopeuden vaikutusta tutkit-

tiin alumiinioksidilla (Al2O3) luomalla noin 100 000 atomin simulaatiokoppi ja jäähdyttämällä

se nestemäisestä faasista kiinteäksi jäähdytysnopeuksilla 1011, 1012 ja 1013 K/s. Simulaatioista

huomattiin, että jäähdytyksen aikana tapahtuvan lasitransition lämpötila riippuu jäädytysnopeud-

esta. Suuremmilla jäähdytysnopeuksilla lasitransitiolämpötila (Tg) on korkeampi. Alumiiniok-

sidi jäähdytettiin 300:aan sekä 50:een kelviniin, jonka jälkeen niille suoritettiin venytyssimulaa-

tio. Deformaatio-jännitys -kuvaajasta nähtiin, että suuremmalla lasitransitiolämpötilalla plasti-

nen aluea saavutettiin pienemmällä jännityksellä. Matalammassa lämpötilassa (50 K) jännitetyillä

systeemeillä oli korkeampi vetolujuus kuin korkeammassa lämpötilassa jännitetyillä systeemeillä

(300 K) vahvistaen siten Frankbergin hypoteesin plastisen virtauksen aktivoimisesta mekaanisella

työllä.

Plastisten ilmiöiden yleisyyttä tutkittiin myös galliumoksidilla (Ga2O3) samoilla prosesseilla

kuin alumiinoksidilla. Sopivien potentiaaliparametrien puutteen vuoksi materiaalille sovitettiin

parametrit sen kiderakennetta ja elastisia ominaisuuksia hyväksikäyttäen GULP-ohjelmalla. So-

vitetuilla potentiaaliparametreilla lasketut galliumoksidin elastiset vakiot vastaavat hyvin kirjallisu-

usarvoja. Amorfinen Ga2O3 käyttäytyi vastaavasti kuin samalla nopeudella jäähdytetty amorfinen

Al2O3.

Lupaavista galliumoksidin potentiaaliparametreistä huolimatta jatkotutkimuksia tarvitaan

parametrien validoimiseen. Parametrejä tulisi myös vielä kehittää ottamalla huomioon myös amor-

fisen Ga2O3 rakenteita ja elastisia ominaisuuksia sekä tutkimalla amofisen galliumoksidin elastisia

ominaisuuksia kokeellisesti.
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1. Introduction

Knowledge of material properties is an important part of modern civilization. A signi-

ficant part of the modern products are influenced by materials research. Mobile phones

are an excellent example of this. Smaller transistors enable smaller computers which is

one reason why most people on earth have their own microcomputer. This shows how

materials research can change the world and the life of every human being.

Before the modern and powerful computers, materials research was often mostly

experimental. The experiments were usually tedious, expensive, time consuming and

difficult. Powerful computers, efficient algorithms and advanced computer simulations

have become an important part of materials research. Simulations allow to make lot

of simulated experiments in short time with relatively low costs. This allows more

flexible research of different materials. In this study the material of interest would be

amorphous metal oxides.

Metal oxides are known as ceramic materials. Some ceramic materials are known

for their hardness. They can withstand large stresses without breaking. The problem

with the hard ceramic materials is that they deform only a little before fracturing and

they do not give any sign when this breaking is going to occur. Such ceramics are

described as brittle. Contrary to this general knowledge in a recent doctoral thesis

by Frankberg, it is stated that in nanoscale "ceramics can show significant increase

in ductility" [1]. With conventional experiments such small scale problems are hard

to study, but molecular dynamics simulations provide a powerful tool for this kind

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

of problems. Molecular dynamics simulations provide flexible experiment setups and

reproducibility with different variables.

Due to the vast amount of ceramic materials, this study focuses on amorphous

metal oxides and specifically amorphous aluminium oxide and gallium oxide. Alu-

minium oxide was chosen because the study by Frankberg et al [2] provides some ex-

perimental results for amorphous aluminium oxide. Gallium oxide, on the other hand,

was chosen in order to compare the results with different material that has similar

chemical properties. The plastic properties were studied by first melt-quenching the

material and performing a tensile test simulation in order to obtain the stress-strain

curve of the material.

The goal of this study is to illuminate the microscopic scale behavior of the

amorphous metal oxides. Understanding the microscopic scale behavior might enable

to produce similar plastic behavior in macroscopic scale and thus create tougher and

more durable materials.



2. Mechanical properties

Properties that arise in materials when applying external forces are called mechanical

properties. Examples of the important properties are tensile strength, elastic modulus

and hardness. These properties describe, for example, how different materials deform

under stress or how the material scratches other materials.

All these properties are present in the macroscopic scale, but it is often manda-

tory to study these properties in the microscopic scale in order to understand the

macroscopic level phenomena. Why does a material bend? How does a material crack?

Why some materials are harder than others? How much tensile stress does a material

tolerate before fracture? There is a vast amount of different kind of mechanical prop-

erties, but in order to understand the topics of this study, the mechanical properties

discussed here are stress and strain, elasticity and plasticity, and how these mechanical

properties are connected to the lattice structure.

2.1 Materials structures

Most of the known materials are in one of the three states; solid, liquid or gas. In

liquids and gasses the atoms are free to move, but in solids they are locked in certain

coordinates and they can’t move with respect to each other unless large enough external

forces are present. It is well known that the crystal structure has often the lowest energy

state of the system [3, 4]. Crystals are described as "a solid composed of atoms, ions,

or molecules arranged in a pattern that is repetitive in three dimensions" [5].

3



4 CHAPTER 2. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Figure 2.1: As the order of the structure increases, the entropy of the system decreases [1].

It is not uncommon for materials to have several different crystalline structures.

Even the common substance ice has over 10 different crystalline structures [6]. The

geometrical characteristics of crystal structures are described by the Bravais lattices

where the unit cell geometry depends on lattice parameters (a,b,c) and the angles

between the them (α,β,γ). The 14 different possible Bravais lattices are shown in figure

2.2. The crystal structures are a combination of the basis and the Bravais lattice.

Typical crystal structures found in metals are Hexagonal Close-Paced (HCP), Face-

Centered Cubic (FCC) and Body-Centered Cubic (BCC). These different structures

are solid phase structures and the structure that the material ends up in, depends on

the materials properties, external conditions like pressure, temperature and the thermal

history of the material.

Solids with a perfect crystal lattice and no grain boundaries are single crystals and

often it is the large single crystals that has the most desired properties. For example,

solar panels benefit from large single crystals as monocrystalline solar panels have the

highest efficiency [8]. Most of the materials, however, consist of multiple smaller single
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Figure 2.2: The 14 different Bravais lattices [7].

crystals combined together. The combinations of these grains are called polycrystals

and the polycrystals can be oriented in different lattice directions with respect to each

other. If the solid does not have any ordered structure, the material is amorphous.

Properties of amorphous materials are discussed in chapter 3.

2.2 Stress and Strain

Depending on how the atoms are arranged in the solid, the material might have different

kind of properties, regardless that it still contains the same elements. The crystalline

structure of the material has huge impact on its mechanical properties. The material

stretches, bends, shears and compresses in different ways depending on how the lattice

is aligned. These properties arise when applying stress to the material and they can

be studied by observing the deformation of the object.

Depending on the direction of the applied stress, different properties can be ob-
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served. If the stress is applied perpendicular to the surface plane, the applied stress is

either tensile or compressive, depending on direction of the applied force. The perpen-

dicular stress is calculated as follows:

σ = F⊥
A
, (2.1)

where A is the area of the surface and F⊥ is the force perpendicular to the surface

to which the force is applied. As mentioned earlier, the stress will deform the object

and the deformation of the object is called strain. It is a dimensionless unit and the

amount of strain is calculated as follows:

ε = ∆L
L0

, (2.2)

where L0 is the original length of the deformed object and ∆L is the change in the

length of the object, both of which are parallel to the applied stress. The same equation

holds for both compressive and tensile stress. In figure 2.3a, the strain of the object is

visualized in both tensile and compressive stress. With a constant stress, the amount

of deformation within the object depends on its properties.

In case where the stress is applied simultaneously from each direction (x, y, z)

the stress is bulk stress. In other words, pressure. Stress applied in each direction also

deforms the object in each direction. Positive bulk stress tends to decrease the volume

of the object compared to the original volume. The deformation of the volume is called

bulk strain and it is calculated as follows:

bulk strain = ∆V
V0

, (2.3)

where V0 is the original volume and ∆V is the change in the volume of the object. The

bulk stress applied to deform the object is calculated as follows:

bulk stress = F⊥
A
, (2.4)

where A is the surface area of the object and F⊥ is the force perpendicular to the unit

surfaces.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: (a) Deformation as the object is under tension (left cylinder) and compression (right

cylinder) [9]. (b) Object under shear stress where the stress is applied parallel to the surface area [9].

The stress can also be applied parallel to the surface plane and in such case it

is called shear stress. Figure 2.3b shows how the shear deformation differs from the

deformation in compression or tension, shown in figure 2.3a. The shear stress and shear

strain are calculated in the same manner as the previous stresses and strains. Equation

for shear stress is:

τ = F‖
A
, (2.5)

where A is surface area and F‖ is the force parallel to the surface area. The equation

for shear strain is:

γ = ∆x
L0

, (2.6)

where ∆x is the amount of shift along some distance L0.

By applying stress in the different ways described in this section, some charac-

teristic values of the materials can be obtained. These values are solely properties of

the material and do not depend on the geometry of the sample.
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2.3 Elasticity and plasticity

As known now, stress applied to an object can deform the object. Depending on

whether the deformation is reversible or irreversible, the deformation is called elastic

or plastic, respectively. In an elastic event the deformation is reversible and the atomic

bonds stretch, but do not break. When the applied stress is removed, the atoms return

to their initial position.

In plastic deformation, the atomic bonds do break, but the atoms bond with new

neighbour atoms and thus the material does not break. Breaking the initial atomic

bonds makes the deformation irreversible. If the broken atomic bonds do not form

new bonds with new neighbour atoms, the material fractures. For brittle materials

the event of a fracture is sudden and it breaks the atomic structure of the material

in an irreversible way. As demonstrated in the stress-strain plot in figure 2.4, the less

the material can deform before a fracture, the more brittle it is. On the contrary, the

more deformation the material can experience before fracturing, the more ductile the

material is. The magnitude of deformation with ductile metals in a plastic process is

about 20 percent where as the elastic deformation is about 0.01 percent [10].

The stress-strain curve provides many quantities that can be used to characterize

materials. Few of these quantities are yield strength [11], tensile strength [12], ductility

[13], toughness [13] and resilience [14], but the quantity that we are interested in is the

linear slope before the yield point. The region of linear elasticity is often very narrow

[10], but it is often the most interesting one.

2.3.1 Linear Elasticity

Linear elasticity enables to characterize materials from each other. The characteristic

value, different for each material, is the slope coefficient in the elastic region of the

stress-strain curve shown in graph 2.4. It is the linear part of the stress-strain curve.

For both compressive and tensile stress, the linear elasticity slope coefficient is called
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Figure 2.4: Stress-strain curve. The transition between elastic and plastic region (yield point) is

denoted by P. Ultimate tensile strength is the highest point of the curve.

Young’s modulus. This coefficient can be calculated as follows:

σ = Eε, (2.7)

where σ is stress, ε is strain and E is the Young’s modulus. Similar coefficients are bulk

modulus and shear modulus which are also characteristic values of materials. Because

they also are characteristic values of the elastic region, they are calculated from similar

equations. Bulk modulus is defined as follows:

K = −V0
∆P
∆V , (2.8)

where ∆P is the increase in pressure, V0 is the original volume of object, ∆V is the

decrease in volume of the object and K is the bulk modulus.

The shear modulus is defined as follows:

τ = Gγ, (2.9)

where τ is shear stress, γ is shear strain andG is the shear modulus. All these quantities

are calculated in one dimension, but if we want to generalize these quantities to three-
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dimensional case, we need to describe the applied stress as a tensor. The stress tensor

is described as follows:

T =


σ11 σ12 σ13

σ21 σ22 σ23

σ31 σ32 σ33

 , (2.10)

where σij denotes the stress components. The applied stress deforms the system and

the deformation in three dimensional space can be described as a 3×3 tensor as follows:

E =


ε11 ε12 ε13

ε21 ε22 ε23

ε31 ε32 ε33

 . (2.11)

The diagonal components in stress and strain tensors describe the stress and strain

along the coordinate axes and the off-diagonal components describes the shear stress

and deformation. With small deformation the linear elasticity can be generalized to

continuous media, with Einstein’s summation convention, as follows:

Tij = CijklEkl, (2.12)

where Tij is the (ij)-component of stress, Eij is the (ij)-component of strain and Cijkl

is the (ijkl)-component of stiffness tensor C. The stiffness tensor C contains 81 elastic

constants, but due to symmetries in Tij and Ekl (Cijkl = Cjikl = Cijlk), the stiffness

tensor can be described with only 62 = 36 components. The stiffness tensor is a

4th order tensor and such high order tensors are hard to visualize. Voigt notation is

commonly used to represent the stiffness tensor in a more compact way and it describes

the stiffness tensor as a matrix. The (ij) and (kl)-pairs of the tensor are relabeled as

pairs and the pairs are mapped as follows [15]:

(11)→ 1 (23), (32)→ 4

(22)→ 2 (13), (31)→ 5

(33)→ 3 (12), (21)→ 6
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With Voigt notation the stiffness tensor C can be written as follows:

Cijkl =



c11 c12 c13 c14 c15 c16

c21 c22 c23 c24 c25 c26

c31 c32 c33 c34 c35 c36

c41 c42 c43 c44 c45 c46

c51 c52 c53 c54 c55 c56

c61 c62 c63 c64 c65 c66



. (2.13)

Now the way the material deforms in three dimensions can be described by the stiffness

tensor. All the elastic moduli values can be calculated from the stiffness matrix. The

Young’s modulus of a material in each Cartesian direction is calculated by taking the

inverse of the stiffness matrix (S = C−1) and taking the inverse of the elements S11, S22

and S44 as follows:

Ex = S−1
11 , (2.14)

Ey = S−1
22 , (2.15)

Ez = S−1
44 . (2.16)

If the material characteristic properties are independent of direction in space, the

material is isotropic. On the contrary, if the direction in space is needed to describe

the materials properties, the material is anisotropic.





3. Amorphous materials

Crystalline materials were described in chapter 2 as "solids composed of atoms, ions, or

molecules arranged in a pattern that is repetitive in three dimensions" (see Sec. 2.1). In

a sense, the very opposite of crystalline solids are liquids. Atoms can move relatively

freely in liquid and it does not have any kind of structural pattern. Materials that

combine the solid structure of crystalline materials and the deficiency of repetitive

patterns are amorphous.

Our knowledge of amorphous materials is still fairly limited compared to our

knowledge of crystalline solids [10]. The definition of amorphous material is sometimes

a bit vague and they are often described as materials being not liquid, nor solid, but

something in between. S.R. Elliott and Mavračić et al describes these materials as

solids without a regular crystal pattern [3, 16]. Lack of any structural pattern can

be seen in figure 2.1, where the amorphous materials represents the most disordered

structure.

The most important quantity of amorphous material in this study, and so far the

only discussed quantity that distinguishes amorphous materials from polycrystalline

and crystalline materials, is its structural disorder. Amorphous materials can also be

defined with other disordered quantities which S.R. Elliott categorizes as follows [3]:

• Topological disorder (no long-range order)

• Spin disorder (on a regular lattice)

• Substitutional disorder (on a regular lattice)

13



14 CHAPTER 3. AMORPHOUS MATERIALS

• Vibrational disorder (about equilibrium positions of a regular lattice)

Topological disorder, mentioned in the list, means geometrical or structural dis-

order. In this study, we use the topological disorder as the definition of amorhpous

unless mentioned otherwise. Glasses are a good example of materials that represents

topological disorder.

In an ideal case of perfect crystals, the ordered crystal structures would continue

indefinitely, but the real world crystals have always some defects [1, 16]. Objects do not

span indefinitely and the lattice can have defects like vacancies, interstitial atoms and

substitutional atoms that ruin the perfect crystal lattice. As mentioned in chapter 2,

the crystals can have dislocations that break the perfect crystal lattice which leads to

formation of grains and polycystalline structure. The small imperfections in the crystal

lattice are however negligible compared to the disorder of amorphous structures and

thus crystals with imperfections are not amorphous.

Whereas crystals can have imperfections in their structures, amorphous structures

can also have imperfections in their structure in the form of localized crystallization.

Because of the disordered nature of the amorphous structure, it always has a larger

potential energy than the crystal structure with the lowest possible energy. Due to the

tendency of materials forming the structure with lowest energy, as stated in chapter

2, some minor local crystallization might occur in the otherwise amorphous structure.

This means that the material has some short-range order, but if it does not have

long-range order, the material is considered amorphous.

3.1 Creating amorphous materials by melt-quenching

Most inorganic materials in nature are polycrystalline because the long-range order of

crystals can be disrupted. These disrupted crystals are separated by grain boundaries.

Perfect crystals and amorphous materials are in minority because they need special
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Figure 3.1: Radial distribution functions of aluminium in crystalline, amorphous and liquid phase

[18].

conditions in order to form. The radial distribution function (RDF) of amorphous

materials gives a hint for one way to create amorphous material. RDF provides "a sta-

tistical description of the local packing and particle density of the system, by describing

the average distribution of particles around a central reference particle" as stated by

Tokmakoff [17]. As seen from graph 3.1, the RDF of aluminium in amorphous phase

is very similar to the RDF in its liquid phase. It is not hard to understand why amor-

phous materials are often referred as solid liquids when comparing these two RDFs.

The short-range order of amorphous materials can also be detected from the RDF in

graph 3.1. It has the similar shape to the liquid RDF, but also distinguishable peaks,

though not as high and clear as the crystalline RDF.

The RDF suggests that if the liquid phase structure could be preserved in a

solid, we would have amorphous solid and that’s indeed one way to creat amorphous

material. Melt-quench is the oldest established method of producing amorphous solids

[3]. As the liquid is cooled slowly the material favors crystalline structure, but creating
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a regular crystal lattice requires time. If the liquid is cooled fast enough, the material

does not have time to reorder its atoms into a crystal lattice and thus the solid phase

inherits the structure of the liquid phase exhibiting structural properties of amorphous

phase. Cooling rates of melt-quenching can vary from 1 K/s to 108 K/s [3].

The problem with this kind of quenching is to distinguish whether the material

is still in liquid phase or has it already experienced the phase transition into solid. The

speed of the quenching also affects the properties of the amorphous material and it

would be very hard to study these properties, if the liquid and solid phase couldn’t be

distinguished from each other. Many different ways to distinguish these phases exists,

but a commonly used property is viscosity. It describes the "resistance of a fluid to

change in shape, or movement of neighbouring portions relative to one another" as

stated in the encyclopedia of Britannica [19]. It gives us a tool to measure how "solid"

the liquid is. S.R. Elliott expresses viscosity as follows [3]:

η = Gx

dvx/dz
(3.1)

where Gx is the shear stress on x-axis which causes a velocity gradient dvx/dz, where

dz is the thickness of material perpendicular to the stress. The constant velocity on

the solid interface must be zero. Equation 3.1 describes the Newton’s law of viscosity.

The viscosity level when liquid transitions to solid is still a bit vague, but S.R. Elliott

has defined it to be the point when viscosity exceeds the value 1013.6 Ns/m2 [3].

3.2 Glass transition

It is very hard to distinguish the amorphous phase from the crystalline phase of the

material just by examining the magnitude of viscosity. The viscosity, or any other prop-

erty, should always be compared to its history and it is the gradients of the quantities

are usually the feature that enlights us with the useful information. When liquids are
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cooled the viscosity changes multiple orders of magnitude during the phase transition.

The event where the liquid transitions to amorphous solid is called glass transition.

Figure 3.2: Creating amorphous material by melt-quenching requires fast cooling rates in order to

preserve the liquid structure into solid state. If the liquid is not cooled fast enough, the material will

have time to organize its atoms and the solid will end up in the crystal phase.

This transition event can be observed by studying the viscosity as function of temper-

ature. The event can also be observed when studying the system volume, enthalpy, or

system energy as function of temperature and it appears as change in the slope during

phase transition. The change in the slope can be seen in figure 3.2 as the material

transitions from supercooled liquid to amorphous state. Because amorphous material

did not have enough time to form its lowest energy structure, its enthalpy is larger

than it would be in its crystal phase at the same temperature [3]. The faster the liq-

uid is cooled, the higher the phase transition temperature is and thus the exact glass

transition temperature of materials can not be defined. The temperature range where

the glass transition can occur is called glass transition range and the temperature that

the phase transition happens is defined as the glass transition temperature.

The glass transition temperature (Tg) can vary 10-20% depending on the cooling
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Figure 3.3: As the material is cooled from the liquid state it is first in supercooled liquid state where

it is about to transition to solid phase. As the phase transition occurs, the the viscosity changes many

orders of magnitude and causes the change in slope [20].

rate [3, 10, 21]. The higher the glass transition temperature is, the more liquid like the

structure is since the shorter time was not enough for atoms to assume energetically

favorable positions. With longer cooling times the effect is opposite and more of the

localized crystallized structures can be found within the material. Because the cooling

rate affects the inner structure of the material, it has an impact on the mechanical

properties of the prepared material.

3.3 Mechanical properties of amorphous

materials

The properties of amorphous materials can differ greatly depending on the material

under study. For example, some of the characteristic properties of oxide glasses are the

mechanical ones. For instance, filaments of fibers made out of oxide glasses tend to be
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very strong and their tensile strength approaches the theoretical maximum while still

being very ductile [3].

Amorphous materials of different bonding types, such as covalent bonds, ionic

bonds, metallic bonds, hydrogen bonds and Van der Waals bonds [3] can be created by

melt-quenching. The amorphous metal oxides in this study are bonded via ionic and

covalent bonds.

The ductility of metallic glasses is also affected by the amorphous structure. As

the material is subjected to stress, the latter distributes through out the material via in-

teractions between the atoms. Due to the lack of long-rage order, no dislocations which

could explain the deformation of the material are expected to form. The amorphous

structure also suggests that amorphous materials would be isotropic.

If the size of the sample material is small, the mechanical properties, like Young’s

modulus, can depend on crystallographic orientation due to the anisotropicity of mi-

croscopic scale "amorphous" structures. Only when sample size is large enough, the

amorphous structure is homogeneously random and the local structures are averaged

out.

3.3.1 Plastic flow

The deformation of material can be elastic or plastic. The elastic deformation of amor-

phous materials can and is explained with similar processes as in crystalline materials.

The plastic deformation on the other hand requires some other explanation.

As mentioned in chapter 2, in plastic deformation the object does not revert to

its original shape. These deformations happen at temperatures not too close to the

melting temperature and under stresses that exceed yield strength [10]. If the plastic

deformation is continuous under constant stress, the phenomena is called plastic flow

[22]. In microscopic scale the plastic flow takes place by very localized movements

of atoms where the atoms slide besides one another. The atoms move to less dense
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locations and the local atoms reorganizes themselves within the bond lengths. In a

study by K. Maedan and S. Takeuchi it was noticed that the local shear deformation

happens within a sphere with the radius that includes 3-4 atoms [23].

In a hypothesis proposed by Erkka J. Frankberg [1], it is suggested that the plastic

flow activated by energy introduced to the system by external work is the mechanism

behind the plastic deformation in amorphous materials. The fact that total strain

of 15% to 100% was achieved without fractures in a-Al2O3 [1] suggests that external

work can be used interchangeably instead of thermal energy in activating the sliding

of atoms in amorphous ceramics.

If energy could be transferred by external mechanical work instead of thermal

energy, it would mean that the Tg should have an impact on the mechanical properties

of materials. Lower Tg indicates that the glass transition would be achieved with less

work. On the other hand, the higher the glass transition temperatures, the higher

the entropy amorphous solids would obtain leading to local phase transitions from

solid to liquid at lower applied stresses. As the stress is kept constant the atoms can

slide easier among each other to new locations and it would lead to plastic flow with

smaller mechanical energy. The hypothesis suggests that amorphous materials cooled

with higher cooling rates resembles more liquid phase and are thus deformed easier in

plastic manner.



4. Interatomic potentials in

molecular dynamics simulations

Simulations are one of the most important tools of modern day physics research. Sim-

ulations are cheap, reproducible, scalable and fairly fast to run. Simulations are used

to make predictions, to study a certain part of a theory, or to research new physical

theories or phenomena. Depending on the scale of the object in study, different scales

of simulations can be used. The simulations can cover everything from wave functions

of atoms to macroscopic scale objects.

One of the most used simulation methods is the classical molecular dynamics

method (MD). It provides a relatively accurate way to model microscopic scale events

while keeping the computational times reasonable. It uses interatomic potentials to

model the interactions between the atoms and thus the force Fi acting on an atom i,

is found as follows [24]:

Fi = −∇iU(rN), (4.1)

where U is the potential due to the interaction with N particles at positions rN =

(r1, r2, . . . , rN) where ri = (xi, yi, zi). By solving Newton’s equation of motion the

movement of the atoms can be calculated. Whereas classical MD uses interatomic

potential models to model the interactions of the system, ab initio simulations com-

pute the interaction between the atoms using the quantum mechanical approach, thus

leading to more accurate simulations, but longer computation times [24].

21
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Figure 4.1: Different simulation methods divided by their calculation time and object size [25].

For longer time scales, other means have to be used in order to keep the comput-

ing time of the simulations reasonable. In Monte Carlo -simulations the computations

are based on random sampling, which allows computing equilibrium properties of ma-

terials. Kinetic Monte Carlo allows to compute the behavior as function of time, when

the probabilities of the events are known. Phase field models approach the simula-

tions from the thermodynamical side and they are used to simulate phase transitions

and evolution of microstructures. When approaching macroscopic scales the systems

have to be divided into smaller elements. Finite element methods computes partial

differential equations numerically by dividing the space, as the name suggests, to finite

elements. The behavior of these smaller finite elements is then computed numerically.

The accuracy of the result depends on the differential equation and the mesh resolu-

tion. Finite element method can be very helpful when simulating elastic materials if

the stiffness matrix is known. For plastic materials much more information, like yield

function and hardening model, is required.
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4.1 Potential model

From the simulation methods mentioned, classical molecular dynamics was chosen to

simulate the plastic properties of amorphous materials. Molecular dynamics simula-

tions provide accurate enough results while keeping the computational time reasonable.

As mentioned, some kind of potential model is required to describe the interaction be-

tween the atoms in the simulation system. Choosing the potential can be quite difficult.

Different potential models have different strengths and weaknesses. Certain potentials

can describe behavior of some material type accurately, but they might underperform

with other materials. For example, the Embedded-Atom Method (EAM) potential is a

well defined model which works well for metals, but it can not be used for non-metals

[26]. Similarly, some potential models can describe the studied phenomena accurately

whereas other potential models can result with non-physical results. By choosing the

potential model, the user makes always a decision about what quantities are important.

Often the molecular dynamics potential models for condensed matter are created

to describe crystalline solids. It is much easier to create potentials for crystalline mate-

rials compared to other less structured materials due to the relatively simple structures

of crystals. To simulate the properties of amorphous materials, the interatomic poten-

tial model has to be robust enough to smooth out the disordered nature of the structure

while still describing the short-range order structures occurring in the material. In or-

der to simulate systems up to millions of atoms, it has to be fast enough to keep the

computational costs low. One potential model which seems to have these properties,

and is commonly used, is the Coulomb-Buckingham pair potential. It is known to

perform well with ionic materials. The pair potential is defined as follows [27]:

Ep(rij) = qiqj
4πε0

1
rij

+ Ae−rij/ρ − C

r6
ij

, (4.2)

where qi and qj are the charges of the atoms, ε0 is the vacuum permeability, rij is

the distance between the atoms i and j, and constants A, ρ and C are the potential
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parameters. Now, if one is lucky, the potential parameters for the material to be

studied can be found from the literature, but often the parameters must be found by

some other means.

4.2 Finding interatomic potential parameters by

fitting

Often the potential parameters are found by fitting to some known quantities of the

material. If the quantities are not known, it is possible, to compute them by ab initio

calculations. If the quantities are already known from experimental measurements,

they can be used as is. One of the tools used to fit the potentials, with the help of the

known quantities of the material, is General Utility Lattice Program (GULP) created

by Julian D. Gale [28]. The potential can be fitted to multiple different variables and

the measure of the goodness of the fit is the sum of squares F which is defined as

follows:

F =
∑

all observables
w(fcalc − fobs)2 (4.3)

where fcalc and fobs are the calculated and observed quantities and w is a weighting

factor. The aim for the fit is to minimize the sum of squares by varying the potential pa-

rameters. In the optimization, GULP uses by default the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-

Shanno (BFGS) algorithm [29] to update an initial on-diagonal Hessian matrix, which

is obtained in a Newton-Raphson process [28, 29].



5. Simulation methods

In this study the mechanical properties of amorphous metal oxides were studied with

classical molecular dynamics simulations. It is generally accepted that MD simulations

are accurate enough to provide reliable results while keeping the computation time

reasonable. The MD simulations were performed using Large-scale Atomic/Molecular

Massive Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) [30]. The program is one of the most commonly

used tools to model classical molecular dynamics for materials physics [31]. Potential

parameters used in the simulations were obtained from literature or fitted with GULP

(see Sec. 4.2), and the fitting process with more detailed data is described in section 5.1.

The data obtained in the study was visualized by plotting graphs and using OVITO,

which is a visualization and analysis tool for MD simulations [32].

The materials used in this study were aluminium oxide (Al2O3) and gallium oxide

(Ga2O3). The unit cells for the materials were obtained from Materialsproject using

material IDs mp-886 (Ga2O3 [33]) and mp-1143 (Al2O3 [34]). Aluminium oxide was

chosen because Frankberg had used Al2O3 in his research [1] and thus it would give us

some experimental data to compare the simulation results with. Frankberg had chosen

Al2O3 because of its abundance in the earth’s crust and its extremely brittle behavior

in single crystal and polycrystalline forms. Gallium oxide was chosen in order to study

if the plastic phenomena can be generalized to other materials as well. Due to gallium

being in the same column as aluminium in the periodic table, they can be assumed to

be chemically relatively similar and thus it was a natural choice of material to compare
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Table 5.1: Buckingham potential parameters used in the simulations.

Atom pairs Aij (eV) ρij (Å) Cij (eVÅ6)

Al2O3 [35]

Al+1.4175 - Al+1.4175 31571310.74 0.068 14.05114560

Al+1.4175 - O−0.9450 28477.2573 0.172 34.57833522

O−0.9450 - O−0.9450 6462.75033 0.276 85.09350771

Ga2O3 [36]

Ga+3 - Ga+3 0.0 0.1 0.0

Ga+3 - O−2 2339.776 0.2742 0.0

O−2 - O−2 25.41 0.6937 32.32

Ga2O3 fitted

Ga+1.8 - Ga+1.8 33471.732 0.26274506 820.02897

Ga+1.8 - O−1.2 10447.350 0.2080 41.938

O−1.2 - O−1.2 311.03196 0.45544144 33.979082

the results on.

As mentioned earlier, the potential parameters used in Coulomb-Buckingham

potential were obtained from literature or by fitting to data. Parameters for aluminium

oxide were as given by Matsui [35] and parameters for gallium oxide were as given by

Bush et al [36] and by fitting to data with GULP.

5.1 Fitting the interatomic potential for Ga2O3

The fitting of the Buckingham potential was performed on a single Ga2O3 (mp-886)

unit cell. The atoms were placed using fractional coordinates and their locations were

fixed. The symmetry group P1 (Hermann-Mauguin) was used during the process. For

core charges, values of +1.8 (Ga) and −1.2 (O) was used. These charges assumes
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Table 5.2: Initial parameters to start the fit of the Buckingham potential to Ga2O3.

Atom pairs Aij (eV) ρij (Å) Cij (eVÅ6)

Ga+1.8 - Ga+1.8 6068.14 0.31846 250 [39]

Ga+1.8 - O−1.2 10447.350 0.2080 41.938 [37]

O−1.2 - O−1.2 25.41 0.6937 32.32 [36]

partial charges on the ionic core to handle the partial covalency of silicate systems as

described by Malavasi et al [37]. Data for stiffness tensor, bulk modulus and shear

modulus was obtained from a study by de Jong et al [38]. The results by de Jong et al

were obtained using Density Functional Theory (DFT) simulations.

The fitting of the potential was performed by using BFGS method [29] and the

initial starting parameters are shown in table 5.2. Three GULP specific keywords where

used during the process; fit, to perform the fitting using BFGS method, property, to

compute the elastic properties of the resulted potential, and ceigen, to compute the

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the elastic constant tensor.

5.2 Molecular dynamics simulations

The simulation starts by creating a monoclinic simulation cell of the chosen oxide in

crystalline phase. The simulation cell is created by multiplying the unit cell until a

system of roughly 100 000 atoms is created. The simulation cell has periodic boundaries

and the set up of the system is presented in figure 5.1. With periodic boundaries the

system does not have any surfaces and thus the system describes phenomena happening

inside a bigger system. The physics on the surfaces can vary greatly from the bulk

properties [40, 41], but because surface physics is not the interest of this study it won’t

be covered. The difference in the simulation system geometries within the different

materials is due to the different geometries of the unit cells. The simulation units
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Figure 5.1: The left figure is the unit cell of aluminium oxide used to create the simulation system

with periodic boundaries.

where ’metal’ units provided in LAMMPS.

The MD simulations are constructed from three separate simulation. After the

simulation system is created it is being relaxed, melted and cooled, and finally deformed

in tensile test. The tensile test simulations were performed to study the plasticity of

the material. Simulation steps performed to amorphize the material prepares it for

the tensile test simulation. By adjusting the cooling rate, the properties of the created

amorphous system can be varied.

As stated earlier in this chapter, the simulations begins by creating a monoclinic

system by multiplying the unit cell as shown in figure 5.1. The created simulation

system is relaxed right after. When creating simulation systems, the atoms might not

get into their lowest possible energy state. Getting rid of these unnatural tensions

and to get the system into equilibrium is the reason why the created system has to

be relaxed. The relaxation of the initial simulation system is performed at constant

temperature (300 K) and pressure (0 bar) using NPT ensemble for 5 ps with 10 000

steps without performing any changes to the system. This way the atoms can reorder

themselves to more natural states and the unnatural tensions are removed. After the

relaxation, the system is melted by heating it from 300 K to 4000 K in NPT ensemble

in 100 ps with 100 000 simulation steps. By heating the system to 4000 K the melting
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of the material is assured as the melting temperature of Al2O3 is 2025 K [42] and

melting temperature of Ga2O3 is 1725 K [42]. After the melting the Al2O3 system was

cooled back to 50 K in NPT ensemble. Cooling of the system is performed rapidly, with

different cooling rates, in order to enable the glass transition. The quenching is done

under constant pressure of 0 bar with cooling rates of 1011, 1012 and 1013 K/s. After

the cooling Al2O3 was heated back to 300 K in NPT ensemble in 100 ps with 200 000

simulation steps.

Figure 5.2: Gallium oxide before and after the glass transition. On the left is gallium oxide in its

crystal phase and on right it is in amorphous phase.

Ga2O3 was cooled only to 300 K with one cooling speed of 1012 K/s. The melt-

quenched Ga2O3 is shown on the right in figure 5.2. The disordered nature of amor-

phous Ga2O3 structure is clearly seen when comparing it to the crystalline system on

the left side. After the glass transition is confirmed, tensile stress is applied to the

system along the z-axis. The strain rate used in the tensile test simulation was 10−3

1/ps and 1 600 000 simulation steps were used. The tensile test simulation is per-

formed in NPT ensemble with constant temperature of 300 K and 50 K for a-Al2O3

and 300 K for a-Ga2O3. The pressure was changing only along z-axis during the tensile

test simulation.





6. Results and discussion

6.1 Potential fitting to crystalline Ga2O3

Buckingham potential for Ga2O3 was fitted using its elastic properties in crystalline

phase. The numerical values of the elastic constants were used as given by de Jong

et al [38]. The potential parameters obtained from the fitting process with GULP are

shown in table 5.1. The stiffness matrix obtained with these potential parameters is

shown in table 6.2 and the corresponding bulk, shear and elastic moduli are shown in

table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Elastic moduli in Reuss, Voigt and Hill convention [43] of the crystalline Ga2O3 with

fitted potential.

Obtained elastic properties of Ga2O3 (GPa)

Reuss Voigt Hill

Bulk modulus 154 158 156

Shear modulus 63 77 70

Ex Ey Ez

Elastic modulus 125 251 227

The absolute difference between the stiffness matrix from the GULP fit and the

stiffness matrix provided by de Jong et al [38] is quite modest. Comparing the relative

change of the stiffness matrices, some of the off-diagonal values do differ greatly, but
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Table 6.2: Stiffness matrix of crystalline Ga2O3 obtained with the fitted potential parameters.

Stiffness tensor Cij (GPa)

202 105 120 0 -22 0

105 314 76 0 6 0

120 76 303 0 9 0

0 0 0 42 0 17

-22 6 9 0 73 0

0 0 0 17 0 99

the important values of the diagonal values are not very different. The elastic constants

computed from the obtained stiffness matrix, shown in table 6.1, agree quite well with

the values from de Jong et al. The relative difference between these values is within

5%.

To have a general overview of the spatial dependence of the elastic modulus, it is

plotted in xy, xz and yz-plane shown in figure 6.1. As seen from the figure, the xy and

yz-planes have quite good agreement with the values from de Jong et al. The elastic

moduli in xz-plane differ a bit more from the values by de Jong et al, but the general

properties and trend of spatial distribution on the plane are still very similar.

Experimental values for the elastic properties of crystalline Ga2O3 were not found

in the literature and thus the reliability of the created potential can not be compared

with experimental results. Considering, however, that the elastic properties and the

stiffness matrix of crystalline Ga2O3 were computed by de Jong et al with DFT calcu-

lations, it can be assumed that the elastic values should be quite reliable and thus the

fitted potential should describe the elastic properties of crystalline Ga2O3 realistically.
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Figure 6.1: Spatial dependence of elastic modulus of crystalline Ga2O3 (GPa).

6.2 The effects of cooling rate and plastic proper-

ties

The effect of cooling rate on Tg was studied with aluminium oxide. The results were

observed to follow the theory of faster cooling rate yielding higher glass transition

temperature (see Fig. 3.3). Glass transition events of Al2O3 with three different

cooling rates are shown in figure 6.2a. With faster cooling rates the change of the

slope happens at higher temperature resulting in the higher Tg. The glass transition

temperature of each sample has been calculated from the intersection of two lines fitted

to the liquid and solid part of the melt-quench plot shown in figure 6.2a, liquid part

being the linear part before glass transition and solid part being linear part after glass

transition. The intersection of these two lines has been then interpreted as the glass

transition point. The effect of cooling rate was not studied with other materials because
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the results obtained with Al2O3 clearly followed the theory.

(a) Glass transition event of Al2O3 with dif-

ferent cooling rates. Fastest cooling rate (blue)

yield Tg = 1022 K, medium cooling rate (red)

yield Tg = 927 K and slowest cooling rate yield

Tg = 867 K.

(b) Faster cooling rate yield lower ultimate strength. Applying tensile

stress to the system in lower temperature causes also increase in ultimate

strength.

Figure 6.2: The effect of different cooling rates.

The amorphous aluminium oxide (a-Al2O3) was elongated at 50 K and 300 K.

Results from the tensile test simulation of a-Al2O3 yields that with higher Tg the plastic

region is reached with lower stresses as seen in figure 6.2b. In a stress-strain curve the

plastic region is the region after point P illustrated in figure 2.4. Achieving the plastic

region easier with higher Tg would imply that the more liquid like the amorphous phase

is, the easier it is to deform in a plastic manner. Though after the point of ultimate

tensile strength, at around 0.3 strain, same amount of force is needed to deform the

material regardless of the cooling rate. The material does not break or fracture after
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the ultimate tensile strength point, but instead it seems to behave like a Newtonian

fluid [2]. This would imply that some plastic flow is present in the material.

The a-Al2O3 elongated in 50 K has higher ultimate tensile strength compared to

a-Al2O3 elongated at 300 K regardless of the cooling rate. This would suggest that at

elevated temperatures the system needs less external work in order to deform in plastic

manner as described in the hypothesis of Frankberg [1].

6.2.1 Melt-quenching and tensile test of Ga2O3

In order to create amorphous metal oxide by melt-quenching, the system has to be

molten to liquid and then cooled fast in order to solidify it into amorphous phase. The

potential parameters fitted for Ga2O3 seem to describe this melt-quenching process

appropriately as the melt-quenching process shown in figure 6.3 follows a similar shape

shown in figure 3.2.

Figure 6.3: Melt-quenching of Ga2O3. Glass transition event can be seen at around 1300 K.

In figure 6.3 it is the volume of the system that is being plotted as function of
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temperature instead of enthalpy or potential energy, as in 3.2 and 6.2a. This is done

in order to have a clearer change in the slope at the glass transition point.

At high temperatures it is possible that with inappropriate potential parameters

the simulation would just diverge and produce a simulation with unrealistic physics.

Being aware of that, the fact that the melt-quench graph follows the theory encourages

to believe that the fitted potential of Ga2O3 is eligible.

The coordination analysis gives further proof that the fitted potential parameters

are reliable. The RDFs of Ga2O3 shown in figure 6.4 clearly distinguish the three

different phases. Crystalline phase shows clear spikes over the whole space compared

to the liquid and amorphous phase where the spikes are quickly damped. The similar

RDFs of liquid and amorphous Ga2O3 can be distinguished from the taller and slightly

sharper bumps of amorphous phase.

Figure 6.5 shows the stress-strain curve of a-Ga2O3 compared to the stress-strain

curve of a-Al2O3 cooled with the same cooling rate of 1012K/s. The a-Ga2O3 behaves

in very similar fashion compared to a-Al2O3. Both materials deform in elastic manner

until the yield point point after which they start to deform plastically. At around

0.3 strain they both behave like a Newtonian fluid with quite similar stresses applied.

Deducing from the stress-strain curve, the materials have very similar mechanical pro-

perties in tension except that a-Al2O3 has a bit higher ultimate tensile strength.

The Young’s modulus of a-Ga2O3 was computed by fitting a line to the linear

elastic part of the stress-strain curve (see Sec. 2.3). The coefficient of the fitted line

gives a Young’s modulus of 122 GPa. It is difficult to say whether this value is correct

or not, or how big the margins are due to the lack of experimental data. The relative

good behavior of the potential implies that at least the order of magnitude would be

correct. Also, nanoindentation experiment from VTT, analyzed using Oliver and Pharr

method [44], yielded a Young’s modulus of 132 GPa computed with Poisson’s ratio of

0.3.
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Figure 6.4: Pair separation distance of crystalline, amorphous and liquid Ga2O3. The pair locations

of separation distance spikes are similar between amorphous and liquid Ga2O3, but the spikes of a-

Ga2O3 are higher and slightly sharper. The coordination analysis is done in 300 K for crystalline and

amorphous phase and in 4000 K for the liquid phase.

Even though these values from the stress-strain curve and the nanoindentation

are of the same order of magnitude, one must be careful in interpretation of the results.

The potential parameters fitted for Ga2O3 were fitted to the elastic properties of the

crystalline Ga2O3 and not morhpous Ga2O3 so they may not be suited to describe the

properties of the amorphous phase accurately. Also, the potential is purely computa-

tional and there is no experimental validation of it. The value from the nanoindetation

is experimental, but the Poisson’s ratio was assumed to be 0.3 and it was used in order

to calculate the Young’s modulus. Even though it was an educated guess it seems to

be quite close to the actual value. Typical values of Poisson’s ratio for ceramics are

0.1-0.3 and the Poisson’s ratio computed from the tensile test simulation gave a value

of 0.28. With Poisson’s ratio of 0.0 the difference to the obtained Young’s modulus is
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Figure 6.5: Stress-strain curve of a-Ga2O3 with cooling rate of 1012K/s compared to the stress strain

curve of a-Al2O3 with same cooling rate.

13 GPa and with Poisson’s ratio of 0.5 the difference is 23 GPa. The relative difference

is less than 18% between the Young’s modulus computed with the assumed Poisson’s

ratio (0.3) and the Young’s modulus computed with Poisson’s ratio (0.5) out of the

assumed Poisson’s ratio range for ceramics.



7. Conclusions

The properties of amorphous metal oxides are still not fully known. In this study,

the effect of cooling rate to the plastic properties of a-Al2O3 was studied by classical

molecular dynamics. It was observed that cooling rate has a clear impact to the Tg in

the melt-quench process, higher cooling rates yielding higher Tg. The effect of cooling

rate is shown in figure 6.2a. The a-Ga2O3 was cooled with only one cooling rate of

1013 K/s matching one cooling rate of Al2O3. This was performed in order to see if the

plastic phenomena can be generalized to other metal oxides.

The tensile stress simulations with a-Al2O3 and a-Ga2O3 shows that the amor-

phous materials do not fracture like crystalline material, but plastic deformation can be

observed as shown in figures 6.2b and 6.5. At around 0.3 strain the materials seem to

behave like a Newtonian fluid [2]. The tensile test simulations showed also that faster

cooling rates yielded lower ultimate tensile strength and thus leads to plasticity with

less work. Given this fact, it can be deduced that more liquid like amorphous phase

leads to easier plastic deformation. Comparing the tensile test simulations of a-Al2O3

at 300 K and 50 K (figure 6.2b) confirms the Frankberg’s hypothesis about activating

plastic flow with external work [1]. As the tensile test simulations at room temperature

yielded plastic deformation with less work when comparing to the systems stretched at

50 K, the results suggests that some amount of energy is needed to activate the plastic

flow, but it does not matter if the energy is in the form of external work or thermal

energy.
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In order to see whether the plastic phenomena can be generalized to other amor-

phous metal oxides, the tensile test simulation was performed also with a-Ga2O3. As

gallium is in the same column as aluminium in the periodic table, it can be assumed to

be chemically similar and thus a good material to compare the results with. The prob-

lem with Ga2O3 was that interatomic potentials for a-Ga2O3 were not found from the

literature and thus a Coulomb-Buckingham potential was fitted with the least squares

method to the structure and elastic properties of crystalline Ga2O3 (mp-886 [33]). The

melt-quench process of Ga2O3 (Fig. 6.3) with the fitted potential followed the trend as

expected from the theory described in section 3.2 and figure 3.2. More accurate glass

transition temperature was deduced from the volume evolution during the melt-quench

process as function of temperature.

Amorphous Ga2O3 and Al2O3 cooled with the same cooling rate of 1012 K/s

behaved very similarly in the tensile test simulation. Both of them experienced the

elastic deformation followed by the point of ultimate tensile strength after exceeding

the yield strength point. After the point of ultimate tensile strength they started to

behave like Newtonian fluid. Young’s modulus of 121 GPa was extracted from the

stress-strain curve of a-Ga2O3 by fitting a line to the elastic part of the curve (see

Chap. 2).

The Young’s modulus of a-Ga2O3 should not be accepted as an accurate predic-

tion. The potential parameters fitted for the material was fitted to crystalline Ga2O3

and the elastic properties of crystalline Ga2O3 and thus the potential is not expected

to describe the properties of the amorphous phase accurately as well. An experimental

value for Young’s modulus of 132 GPa was received from a nanoindentation (O&P)

experiment by VTT, though, this value can only be used as an estimate due to the fact

that it was obtained by assuming the Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 to compute the Young’s

modulus. This educated guess is though probably quite close to the actual value given

that the Poisson’s ratio computed from the mechanical energy simulation was 0.28.
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In order to validate the potential experimental results are needed. The potential

model itself can also be developed further by using amorphous structures and properties

as parameters to fit the potential. This would be done in order to obtain the potential

parameters that would describe better the mechanical properties of the amorphous

phase.
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